
Chatbot and Diaglogflow 
Overview
Build natural and rich 
conversational experiences



Introducing Safe Travels Chat Bot 



However, industry consensus is that most agents 
are not very good 
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We can address 4 of the 7 major areas causing 
bots to fail 
According to https://chatbot.fail/ , there are 7 main drivers why chatbots fail to deliver delightful user experiences:

Issues we are going
to address with 
Dialogflow Enterprise 
Edition

1. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is still not that accessible

2. Use cases are not that strong

3. Some bots lack transparency

4. They don't understand context

5. They don't communicate with existing business systems

6. They try to handle too many things at once

7. They lack proper human escalation protocols

Gartner

https://chatbot.fail/


Pre-built agents help you get a head start



Languages Supported
Limited English Proficiency
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❖ Intents

❖ Utterances

❖ Entities

❖ Context

Chatbot construct & terminology



Insights

CCAI automates simple interactions and enables agents 
to solve issues quickly, using industry-leading AI

Gives patients 24/7 access to immediate conversational self-service, 
with seamless handoffs to live agents for more complex issues.

1 Virtual Agent

Empowers agents with continuous support during their calls by 
identifying intent and providing real-time, step-by-step assistance.

2 Agent Assist

Uses natural language processing to identify call drivers, popular 
questions, and other information that helps contact center managers 
learn about patient interactions to improve call outcomes.

3 Insights



A world-class conversational interface is a multi-
step process

Identify top 
user journeys
that could 
be automated

Build 
business
plan

Design a 
persona

Write 
professional 
scripts

Connect to 
backend 
enterprise 
systems

Build PoC and 
collect 
feedback

Connect to 
human agent
system for 
human 
intervention

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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DEMO



Name: John Smith
Phone: 808-587-7763
Trip: Los Angeles to Maui


